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Graduated from the Villa Arson National Higher School of Art, Nice, Marie Ouazzani was born in 1991
in Lille, France. Graduated from the Paris Cergy National Graduate School of Art and UFR Cinema,
Sorbonne Nouvelle, Nicolas Carrier was born in 1981 in Brive, France.
Working and living together since 2015, Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier develop their practice through
discussion, research and exploration of urban territories and their outskirts. From the context of these
landscapes, they invent climate fictions, situated in an indeterminate present where past and future
are mixed. Colonial history and the vestiges of globalization stand alongside the ecological crisis and
its impact on human, plant and architecture bodies. Vegetation cares, reveals the tensions of these
environments and offers a passive resistance to climate change.
Their videos, photographs, installations, texts and infusions oscillate between weariness and hope.
They offer a slowed down world, troubled, haunted by pollution, where living and non-living beings
hybridize and help each other to overcome diseases and disabilities. By diverting knowledge they put
forward prospective hypotheses that contemplate new relations between the various elements of our
ecosystem and propose new ways of inhabiting the planet.
The duo has notably exhibited at Maison Salvan, Ygrec-ENSAPC, 19th WRO Biennale, Casa da Cerca,
CAC Passerelle, Manifesta 13, 2nd Lagos Biennial, Mains d’Oeuvres, Villa Arson, 3 bis f, 5th Odessa
Biennale, 61st Salon de Montrouge and Darat al Funun.
Their work has received the support of Fondation des Artistes and Institut français in 2021, CNAP and
DICRéAM (CNC) in 2020 and Île-de-France region (FoRTE) in 2018.

Grands soucis 2022, self-service thermos, infusions, glasses, cinder blocks, stones, print, production CNAP
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Cité palmiers 2021, 30 x 2 instant films, frame, 61 x 44 cm, production CNAP
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Cité palmiers 015 2021, 2 instant films, frame, 61 x 44 cm, production CNAP
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Maisons avocats 2021, HD video, 11’

link : https://vimeo.com/562467171
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SOLEILS SENSIBLES
Liberty Adrien, 2022

The art of flânerie has been associated to the city of Paris for centuries.
Although its meaning has varied over time, it has always been connected
to the idea of strolling the boulevards in a desire to experience modernity,
industrialized and urban life. As a keen observer of the cityscape, the
flaneur takes the time to notice its smallest details and to wonder about its
curiosities. Interestingly, this practice can be linked to a much older science,
one whose most important works has survived from the Roman Empire to
modern history: the Historia naturalis (Natural History) by Pliny the Elder. In
this encyclopedia, the author has recorded an endless number of incredible
details about his time, from life to science, arts, artifacts and beyond. The
influence of the intellectual curiosity of Pliny the Elder and the fascination
of the flâneurs for the urban space can both be found in the work of Marie
Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier. One can easily picture the artistic duo as urban
explorers of the Grand Paris, strolling the avenues seeking to understand
the layers that make it up, while capturing the traces of the decline of the
1970s modern architecture and radiant cities. If we were to undertake an
intensive exploration of the Île-de-France, what details would be included in
our millennium’s natural history book? What vegetation would fill the pages
of the herbarium of 21st century Paris?
In Ouazzani Carrier’s first exhibition Soleils sensibles at Galerie C, three
bodies of work enter into dialogue: a series of photographs, a video, and
an installation of infusion. Presented in diptychs, the series of instant films
Cité palmiers appears as a visual cartography of palm trees placed in front
of buildings and scattered throughout the city of Paris. The work questions
the reasons for the importation of exoticism, that of a desire to make us
dream of a world far from our daily lives, to display certain signs of wealth or
those inherited from our colonial past. In this series, Ouazzani Carrier have
grasped the medium of photography in all its finesse. The material, these

small instant films images and the object photographed, these solitary palm
trees displaced from their natural environment and transplanted into the
city, share a certain fragility. Were you aware that an instant film captures the
weather at the time the image is taken? These seasonal variations appear in
the duo’s photography, where skies are rendered with a pinkish tinge when
taken in summer and bluish hue in winter. Moreover, the images captured
by an instant camera will eventually disappear – a casualty of the passage
of time and the chemical processes that cannot preserve them indefinitely.
The fragility of matter, of the human and vegetal body find a strong echo in
the second piece of the exhibition. In the video Maisons avocats (11:41 min),
a man grows avocado trees in a darkened house. Set in a seemingly future
time, the film shows the protagonist taking care of his sprouts and planting
them in an environment full of passing cars while being under the heat of the
stifling sun. The botanical vocabulary and the poetry of words – at the heart
of many of the duo’s works – slowly reveal the importance of this encounter.
While his body is taking care of the plant, the plant helps him to survive.
Gathering around two infusions of different intensities of a yellow blooming
plant called Calendula – or Souci in French, which means worry – served in
two stainless steel thermos that seems to come straight out of an office
meeting that are installed on constructions of breeze blocks and stone
slabs, the audience mingles and exchanges. This latest participatory work
Grands soucis draws once again on the vocabulary of the form and objects
of our daily lives and could be a wink to the world of overproductivity. Now is
the time to take a break and critically observe the reality of the environment
that surrounds us. Ouazzani Carrier’s works are modern-day reportages
that question our relationship to nature, landscape and urban life as well as
current ecological thinking.

Infiltrations 2022, ornamental plants, glass bottles, plastic cones, infusions, print, production Maison Salvan
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Pensées sauvages 2022, glasses, flowering tops, boiled water, production Maison Salvan
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Anti bruit 2021, HD video, 9’, production CNAP, DICRéAM (CNC)
link : https://vimeo.com/648692216
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Mini parc 2021, instant film, frame, 44 x 61 cm, production Maison Salvan
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Viagem para-sol 2020, print, 100 x 150 cm, production La Junqueira
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Triste éclipse 2021, glasses, dried leaves, kettles, extension cables, marble, metal, production Résistex, ENTREIDEUX

Triste éclipse, 2021
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Éclat fantôme 001 2021, print, 120 x 120 cm

Éclat fantôme, 2021
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FUTURES RÉCOLTES

Guillaume Breton, 2021

Works by Marie Ouazzani and Nicolas Carrier are presented in two Ygrec-ENSAPC window displays. First
is an installation entitled Goût métal composed of bouquets, images and infusions. The infusions which
are meant to be drunk (and visual of which creates a sculptural effect), let us glimpse into the future
landscape of Aubervilliers. Each recipe includes a mix between the local plants and others which have
been accommodated because of the climate change. They also refer to the city’s market gardening and
industrial past while demonstrating its welcoming traits.
In the second window display, the artists present two videos taken from a larger project entitled Extra
tropical. This project brings together several short videos made in European port cities. As one would
compose the herbarium each video evokes, through a specific tropical plant, the history of a given city.
The migration routes of the plants tell us the story of Europe’s colonial and industrial past and its impact
on today’s climate, at the same time allowing us to consider their ability to resist the global warming.

Goût métal 2021, self-service thermos, infusions, cinder blocks, dried palms, straps, foam rubber, print, instant film, production Ygrec-ENSAPC
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Extra tropical 2020-2022, 4 HD videos, 6’ each

links : Extra tropical (arecaceae) https://vimeo.com/404654868
Extra tropical (yucca) https://vimeo.com/413212120
Extra tropical (hevea) https://vimeo.com/703231074
Extra tropical (opuntia) https://vimeo.com/716741182

Extra tropical, 2020
Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier

Extra tropical (arecaceae) 2020, HD video, 6’, production CAC Passerelle
link : https://vimeo.com/404654868

Extra tropical (aracaceae), 2020
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Extra tropical (yucca) 2020, HD video, 6’, production La Junqueira
link : https://vimeo.com/413212120
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Extra tropical (hevea) 2022, HD video, 6’

link : https://vimeo.com/703231074

Extra tropical (hevea), 2020
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Extra tropical (opuntia) 2022, HD video, 6’, production Institut français
link : https://vimeo.com/716741182

Extra tropical (opuntia), 2020
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Viagem Para-sol
Manon Klein, 2020

Viagem Para-sol; A title sculpted as a slogan that lets meanings float.
A story of a journey in the shadow or a tale of a trip towards sunburn?
The travels Marie Ouazzani and Nicolas Carrier embark on, let it be on the Parisian
outer ring road or on a Chinese beach, systematically constitute a pretext for
research. Their intended exploration of Lisbon, however, was disrupted: three
months of artistic experimentation in foreign territory were turned into an exercise
of confinement.
It is quite unique to experience a residency in a period of lockdown - to apprehend
a place through Google Earth roaming, then through a window, then to dare to
take a few walks, but only in a specific neighborhood, devoid of mankind. But was
this really binding for artists who had long persisted in studying territories through
inhabitants other than human beings? In the veins of a city, there are many moving
entities that attract attention, such as ghosts or plants - which Ouazzani and Carrier
have been investigating since their very beginnings, regardless of this time of crisis.
Throughout their stay in Belém, the couple laid out photographs from local
archives, stories of plants, piles of branches and recipes on their studio’s walls and
tables, all of which bear witness to an in-depth study of the area. They tried to
comprehend the local environment and history (in this case, colonial) through a
study of vegetation. This approach isn’t new to them, but turns out almost natural,
in a state known for bringing down a dictatorship with carnations.
Recently, a video they shot in Brest profiled a palm tree; There it was, the industrial
decor that first caught the duo’s attention, reminding them the foggy aesthetics of
Antonioni’s Red Desert. When landing in Lisbon, another West European port, they
somehow felt a similar affinity and decided, this time, to focus on yuccas. Extra
tropical thus became a series of what I would call Unidentified Film Objects.
I watch the yucca’s portrait in a loop, as if stuck in a state of hypnosis. No Monica
Vitti on footage, not even a human presence. Against a soundtrack of cars driving
loudly over the 25 de Abril Bridge, they address tired yet proud green leaves, they
praise the blue sky and reflecting Tagus. Blue, Green - fun fact: it almost was the
title of the Red Desert. A planet’s palette on a window screen.

A theme dear to the duo’s heart is revealed: climate change and its consequences,
inseparable from a history of globalization and urbanization. Be warned, however,
that the words superimposed on this naturalist depiction prove to be misleadingly
documentary-like. While the artists’ process is based on picking up samples,
browsing through database and taking field walks, the results always unfold in the
realm of fiction. They blend historical and biological facts and legends to develop
the myth of a radical transformation of the European climate - its tropicalisation of which these plants are a symbol.
It seems suddenly absurd to picture yuccas as sources of exploitation or
ornamentation. By zooming in, the artists become botanists and demonstrate
plants’ perpetual state of resistance. After all, they do survive tremors. What about
the factory in the background? Will it always be standing? It is time to get out of
our anthropocentric vision, time to learn from others. Ouazzani and Carrier seed
trouble, and fight against sterile thinking to cultivate a new truth.
Their urban drifts also inspire them to explore the art of infusions. Efeito estufa
is an ensemble of aromatic compositions available for self-service from thermos
containers dispersed in the space. Silver monoliths or totems surrounded by
sculptures of twigs, cut branches and bad grass emerging from a cinder block
installation, reminiscent of the wastelands, all so present in Lisbon.
Belém, Ajuda or Tejo’s recipes sound like haïkus. Even before sipping, before
getting a glimpse of their pale outfit, simply by stating the ingredients, one already
grasps nuances of taste. And once the spiced potion is ingested, you may feel the
landscapes described within yourself. You may reconnect with a different milieu
and the beings that inhabit it. You may heal from a too long presumed division
between the natural and the cultural. There is no longer any doubt that we are
immersed in a sensitive ecology.
On the walls sparkle Viagem para-sol photography series. Marie Ouazzani and
Nicolas Carrier hunted sunscreen and framed glints, somewhat preferring the
subliminale reflection of a parked car to the blurry glare of a drifting river. Facing
these captured silver sunshades against golden heat I think of J.G. Ballard ’s Crash the eroticism of metal and glass, the arousal a window can trigger, the excitement
provoked by derelict lots as erogenous zones. Wild junk mirroring threats - Still,
life.
Again, I recall Giuliana’s sentence in the Red Desert: «There’s something terrible
about reality and I don’t know what it is. No one will tell me.»

Efeito estufa 2020, self-service thermos, infusions, cinder blocks, dried plants, production La Junqueira

Efeito estufa, 2020
Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier

Impression météo 2019, HD video, 26’

link : https://vimeo.com/376522417

Impression météo, 2019
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Invasive Passengers 2019, self-service thermos, infusions, texts, bricks, plants, production Catalyst Arts

Invasive Passengers, 2019
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L’UNIVERS CHIFFONNÉ

Manon Klein, 2019

Plants are also at the heart of Exposition Périphérique (Peripheral Exhibition) by Marie Ouazzani &
Nicolas Carrier, a film with documentary accents following a group of scientists characterized by slow
and light gestures, in the act of studying, sampling and taking care of the green spaces around the
Paris ring road. The shots of these natural interstices on the bottom of bitumen are interspersed with
the Latin names of each plant, along with the description of their properties, which we could think
that they are made-up. We learn that the “Paulownia Tomentosa”, native of Asia, is often found on
wasteland, its porcelain leaves have a protective effect, or that the “Conyza Canadensis” is a herb native
to North America that is deployed in peri-urban areas, on industrial sites and railways. “Every step of
his dance keeps the witches away.” By focusing on abandoned spaces, on the between Concrete Island
by JG Ballard and the Life of Plants by Emanuele Coccia The the duo accomplishes an act of resistance .
Finally, another kind of researchers are deployed in Lacune, a photographic diptych of a South Korean
ship worthy of an science fiction novel: nebulous investigation scene, neo-archaeological site, ruin or
imminent installation on lunar territory?

Exposition périphérique 2018, HD video, 52’ , production Région Île-de-France
link : https://vimeo.com/287396094
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Herbes chaudes 2018, self-service thermos, infusions, paper cups

Herbes chaudes, 2017-2019
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Séance : infusion 2017, HD video, 16’, production 3 bis f
link : https://vimeo.com/205860103

Séance : Infusion, 2017
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Montperrin 2017, infusion, production 3 bis f

Montperrin, 2017
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Sand Plants 2016, HD video, 6’

link: https://vimeo.com/162659988

Sand Plants, 2016
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61st Salon de Montrouge

Guillaume Désanges, 2016

Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier, working as a duo since 2015, are artists-explorers who travel quite light,
preferring the material and cognitive resources of the different places they operate in with a fertile curiosity.
Whether they draw inspiration from the history of an old Korean school during the Japanese colonization1 or
the motif of the ruin through the remains of past exhibitions in an art venue in Amman2 , the economy of their
work is the same: making the most possible use of what is present, arranging objects and documents found on
the spot to make the ghosts of history visible. Fleeting and evanescent phantoms, whose confused identity is
based on the free association of objects and images revealing layers of culture. A sort of free erudition, exploded
in space in the manner of iconographic collage that creates sculpture.
In Cloud Cover (2016), made during a stay in Shanghai, it is the experience of atmospheric pollution that acts
as a springboard for an eclectic assemblage. Incense sticks, traditional engraving of clouds, extracts from King
Hu films, and evocation of the 19th century opium wars, among other things, make the link between China’s
industrial growth, toxicity and geography, revealing the hidden clues to a contemporary situation lurking in the
crannies of history. This work operates in the mode of invocation more than evocation. The at once fertile and
precarious association of disparate materials forms ghostly motifs. Though critically broaching the different
methods of today images diffusion, the approach is not pedagogic, betting on a knowledge of the at times
hazardous relation. If the references are not explicit, this is because they have resulted less from an active
investigation than from a sort of « iconographic monitoring ». So it is in the gaps that the essence of this art
practise is to be found, borrowing more from Jean-Luc Godard and Jorge Luis Borges than from academic
erudition, creating a sort of « cultural poetry » written in space.
1		 Tracing Ghosts, 2015
2		 A Library as a Film Set, 2015

Tracing Ghosts 2015, HD video, 9’

video link: https://vimeo.com/128018249

Tracing Ghosts, 2015
Marie Ouazzani & Nicolas Carrier
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